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REMARKS ON SOME FIXED POINT THEOREM
In [1] the second author of this note proved the following theorem. Theorem 1. Let (X,d) be a nonempty complete metric space and let Ts X -»X. Ifj 1° fi {o, <») -[o,<*») is nondecreasing, 2° lim y n (t) =0 for te[o,oo), n-»oo 3° lim (t -fl-(t)) = oo for t > 0, 4° for every x e X there is a positive integer n = n(x) such that for every y e X
(1) d(T n (x),T n (y)} £ ar(d{x,y)), then T has exactly one fixed point a e X and for every x e X lim T k (x) = a. / k (Here f as well as T denotes the k-th iteration of and T, respectively), let us; note that conditions 1° and 2° imply t -fit) > 0 for t > 0 (cf. Lemma in [l] ). On the other hand condition 3°' requires that lim (t-jf(t)) = o© » One can easily observe that can-'t-oo dition 3° is superfluous for bounded metric d.
In this note we shall construct an example which shows that in general case condition 3° is essential and therefore cannot be omitted. Applying our Lemma we get
This shows that T satisfies condition 4°.
It is easily seen that conditions 1° and 2° are fulfilled;
2. In this section we shall show-that by a slight modification of inequality (1) condition 3° can be omitted. This contradiction shows that condition 3° does not hold.
